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Wedding Robes
Dr. A. B. Simpson
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Safe
Safe in Jehovah's keeping,
Led by His glorious arm,
God is Himself my refuge.
A present help from harm.
Fears may at times distress me.
Griefs may my soul annoy;
God is my strength and portion.
God my exceeding joy.

Christian Growth
J. R. Steckley

Christian Character
Charles A. Brown
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Safe in Jehovah's keeping.
Safe in temptation's hour.
Safe in the midst of perils,
Kept by Almighty power.
Safe when the tempest rages,
Safe though the night be long;
E'en when my sky is darkest
God is my strength and song.
Sure is Jehovah's promise.
Naught can my hope assail;
Here is my soul's sure anchor.
Entered within the veil.
Blest in His love eternal.
What can I want beside!
Safe through the blood that cleanseth.
Safe in the Christ that died.
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—Robert Anderson,
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E V A N G E L I C A L

V I S I T O R

Wedding Robes
Dr. A. B.
"The marriage of the Lamb is come, and
His wife hath made herself ready. And to
her was granted that she should be arrayed
in fine linen, clean and white"
(Rev. 19:7, 8).
Bible is the love story of the Son
T HofE God,
and this beautiful text gives
us the vision of the glorious consummation.
Thank God we have a part in that happy
company, the Bride of the Lamb!
But let us not forget that all the ideas associated with brideship and marriage are
exclusive. The bride has been separated
from all others by the personal and peculiar
love which has chosen her. Others are in
attendance, but she only can be the center
of the stage and the heroine of the glorious
drama. Let us be sure that we have understood and met the conditions of this holy
brideship.
W e read here of her preparation for the
wedding and her marriage robes. These
were granted1 to her by the free grace of
her Bridegroom. She did not have to purchase them or prepare them by the labor
of her hands, but they were freely given by
Him. As in the stry of Rebekah's wooing,
the raiment of the bride and all her jewels
were bestowed upon her by the servant of
Abraham before she began her journey to
her new home, and she was presented to
Isaac in the veil and raiment which he
himself had sent. So of the Heavenly
Bride it is said, It was granted to her "that
she should be arrayed in fine linen, clean
and white: for the fine linen is the righteousness of the saints."
The Bride's Apparel
An exquisite prophetic picture of this
Heavenly trousseau is given in the 45th
Psalm, "The king's daughter is all glorious
within: her clothing is of wrought gold. She
shall be brought unto the king in raiment of
needlework." Here we learn how costly
are these wedding robes and how carefully
they have been prepared. T h e gold always
represents the Divine, and the meaning is
that her righteousness is not human selfperfection, but Divine holiness, the impart-.
ed righteousness of Jesus Christ Himself.
But it is of wrought gold. This is not readymade clothing, but made to order, wrought
gold. W e have a picture of the needlework. It has been prepared by ten thousand little stitches. This is the fine work
of the Holy Ghost, and moment by moment
He is embroidering our garments and decorating our spiritual array.
White and Glorious
But in the text we have a striking gradation of phrase. Her garments are described
by two adjectives, clean and white. The first
obviously represents the work of sanctifi-

Simpson
cation by which the soul is cleansed from
all impurity, and restored to the image of
God. But this is only preliminary to the
deeper work of the Spirit represented by
the second adjective, bright. This is a
transfiguration word, the same as is used in
describing the glory of Christ on the mount.
This is more than whiteness. It is glory.
A poor illustration may be afforded by the
difference between the linen on the clothesline and the same linen when taken from
the laundry after the pressure of the hot
iron. It is one thing to be washed; it is another thing to stand the pressure of the
hand of Cod and the fire of the Holy
Ghost, and to come forth from the ordeal
of temptation and the discipline of grace,
not only clean, but bright. It is thus that
the jewels of her wedding outfit are polished and prepared. This is the meaning of
life's trials and God's deeper testings of His
chosen ones. He is preparing us for the
marriage of the Lamb and the glorious array of that morn of morns and day of days.
The Heart of the Bride
Dropping now the figure, what is really
meant by being spiritually arrayed for the
marriage of the Lamb? Surely it means the
perfection of spiritual character, the polishing of our graces, and the learning of all
the lessons which His inexorable love is
seeking to teach us. Surely it means not
merely the marriage robe, but the marriage
heart! She would be a poor bride who had
nothing to commend her but her clothes. It
is her love the Bridegroom wants. And it
is the heart of a true bride which He is
seeking in us. Surely that means devotion,
love, first love, supreme love, the love that
holds nothing back, but counts it our delight to belong to Him. Such love will be
jealous for His rights and separated from
all that could grieve Him. Such love will
be loyal to His interests and ever seeking
to please Him, and such love will be longing for His return, laboring to hasten it,
careful to be ready for it, faithful in preparing others for it, and ever looking up
and breathing out, "Come, Lord, Jesus,
come quickly." Beloved, shall we be found
thus robed and ready?—Selected.

Whose Yoke?
As Christ commissioned His disciples to
carry His message to all the world, so He
offered salvation to all. Every heart that
ever beat has been in search of peace. All
have sought relief from the burdens of life.
Christ is the Prince of Peace to all who
will accept Him, and He will give us
strength to bear all the burdens that fall to
the lot of man. His yoke is the only yoke
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that is easy—His burden the only burden
that is light.
The yoke is an emblem of service, but
service is the price of life as it is the price
of happiness. It is difficult to find a steer
over six years old that has not a yoke mark
upon its neck. The five-year-old steer that
has not learned to wear the yoke is ready
for the butcher's block. As soon as it is
full grown it is fattened for killing; if it
lives beyond that time it is a burden to
its owner.
An old fable presents this fact. T w o
oxen came in from work one evening, and
one of them said to the other ,"I am tired
of working; why this daily toil?" T h e next
day the lazy ox rested in the barn-yard
while the industrious one went out as usual
to his task. At night the lazy ox said to
the industrious one, "Did the master say
anything about me to-day?"
" N o , " replied the other.
"Then," said the lazy ox, "I will not go
out to-morrow."
"The second evening the lazy ox inquired again, "Did the master say anything
about me to-day?"
" N o t directly," said the industrious ox.
" W h a t did he say?" asked the first,
anxiously.
"Well," said the other, "while he did not
directly mention you, he remarked he had
to make a trip to the slaughterhouse tomorrow."
W e cannot escape a yoke. The question
is not, "Yoke or no yoke?" but " W h o s e
yoke?"
In every Christian land the individual
chooses between the yoke of the devil and
the yoke of Christ. It is a matter of choice,
and the vote is not unanimously f o r
Christ's yoke, although it ought to be. The
devil may not have invented the promissory
note, but he uses it. Give him your allegiance, and he will promise anything; but
his promises are worse than worthless. His
service begins with pleasure and ends in
pain—"the dead are there." It is always
noon when you put on the devil's yoke—
the day is not as bright afterwards. The sun
descends as one travels the devil's way,
and the path ends in an impenetrable forest shrouded in darkness. Christ's service begins with duty and ends in joy—"his
delight is in the Law of the Lord; and in
His Law doth he meditate day and night."
It is always morning when we put on
Christ's yoke; the day grows brighter as
we pursue our journey. And the way? It
is the path of the just, that "shineth more
and more unto the perfect day."
— W m . Jennings Bryan.
"Give unto the L O R D , O ye mighty,
give unto the L O R D glory and strength.
Cive unto the L O R D the glory due unto
his name; worship the L O R D in the beauty
of holiness." Psa. 29:1-2.
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"Whither Shall We Go? For
Thou Hast the Words of
Eternal Life"
Living as we are today in the midst of
conflicting forces and emotions and when
men's minds—even their consciences—in
many instances are being conscripted to
serve political and militaristic ambitions,
we have reached a point in the history of
mankind when, as never before, there is a
yearning to know the actual truth as it applies to both social and religious life. There
is, I believe, a reaction from the point of
view so definitely fostered for a number of
years in which every man seems to be his
own interpreter of truth. In other words,
we have come to that point where we need
to be impelled by a great fact. In a world
in which conditions make possible the
thriving of dictators who at least for a time
gain ascendancy in the minds and activities of the people who fall within their
power, but who in every instance failed to
satisfy the heart cry of multitudes upon
whose minds and hearts God has written a
conscience which refuses to be absolutely
perverted and which seeks for guidance into such channels that will at least, to a degree, satisfy the instinct of every human
soul for worship, there comes a cry for that
guidance which cannot be found in a totalitarian state.
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seed germs of a life of hope, of victory and
of joy, both here and hereafter.
W e cannot, therefore, hope that the
world will ever produce a man who can
solve our economic and political problems
or who can give us the final answer of wisdom on the thorny and intricate situations
in which we find ourselves from day to day.
W e must find our answer through an humbler channel and must recognize that the
Church of the Living God has within it the
person and power of the Holy Spirit to
guide men's lives into experimental realism
of the words of our Crucified, Risen and
Glorified Saviour.

Criticism
There is perhaps no finer test of any
man's qualities than the way he takes criticism. There are a lot of us entirely too
small to stand it.
Whenever criticism
comes our way, our egotism gets pricked so
badly that we crawfish. W e start making
all sorts of excuses and when we can't
make them stick, we are inclined to pout.
People who do things will always be
criticized. In fact, we are also inclined to
criticize the fellow who does nothing. At
any rate, there are several kinds of criticism which we may always expect t o receive, and we fare a lot better if we
prepare ourselves for criticism and resolve
not to allow ourselves to become peevish
and start pouting when it comes, but profit
by it.

It is in this hour of need that the church
of Jesus Christ needs to re-emphasize the
work of our Lord and needs to come quickly to the front, as the guardian and champion of that truth which all men must have
for belief and life. W e make bold t o say
that every other concept conceived and put
into practice in any form whatsoever suited
to the progenitors of such beliefs, have "utThere is a kind of criticism that comes
terly and absolutely been proved valueless.
There is no doubt but that the church it- without our having deserved it. It is a
self has, in a large degree, failed to mani- nagging, fault-finding, impertinent attack.
fest in a real and practical way, the high There are times when it may be right to
and exalted religion of our Lord Jesus. point out that the blame has been directed
Notwithstanding all her failures, the church in the wrong direction, but in most cases,
is still the greatest institution on earth, the individual succeeds best by just going
whether she ever utilizes the power vested ahead and not paying any attention to the
in her or if she continues in but a feeble criticism in any way whatsoever.
There is still another form of criticism
demonstration of what the grace and power
of God can do in the human life. Never- which we all at times may deserve. It is
theless there has stood out in every age, that criticism, such as a teacher would give
and stand today, the words of Peter, given when a pupil has failed, or the criticism of
to him by Divine Inspiration in that mo- an employer when the work is not being
ment of bewilderment when with a quick performed as it should be. It is pretty hard
and sweeping glance he saw how hopeless sometimes to accept such criticism for we
was the individual and national situation naturally assume that we have done as well
when viewed in the light of Rome or in the as possible. The latter, however, may not
light of rabbinical tradition, either of which always be true, because there are few of
fostered only serfdom for men and women us who cannot improve with proper guidliving under their regimes. The spirit of ance.
God had enabled him to realize that in the
N o person who takes honest criticism or
Christ of Nazareth, there lay a hope, a any kind of criticism in the right spirit and
freedom of something which to him was as who capitalizes all experience for better
yet undefinable but which contained all the efforts in the future, can fail to profit by
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criticism. In fact, they make themselves
capable of unlimited possibilities.
Practically all of the great people of
earth who have made valuable contributions in any field whatsoever, are people
who were teachable, whose mentality is
such that they recognize the value of
criticism and are willing to profit by it.

Just Yourself
How very fond children are of playing
that they are somebody and they may entertain themselves for hours with this childish amusement. One day the lad who
chases up and down the sidewalk in his
coaster wagon, may be a fireman, or he may
be a policeman chasing robbers, or he may
be the driver of a truck. A lad who was
fond of playing in this manner was asked,
" W h o are you today, Jackie?" "I am just
me," he answered.
I
Is it not true that a man is always at his
best strength when he is just himself?
Many preachers have sought to imitate
some other great man. Some have started
out to imitate Spurge6n. They have endeavored to impress their hearers with utterances which in the final analysis, were
after all only shadows of the genuine.
Whenever we strive to walk, act or talk
like someone else, we lose power. There
is an aura of insincerity about us. W e do
not ring true, we are not convincing. The
very first essential of progress in Christian
service, yea the first essential of all success, is creating confidence.
Today there are thousands of books published, there are courses offered on how to
make our lives count, how to leave the
world better because of our having lived in
it, but we will never accomplish this unless
we be ourselves. T h e names of imitators
are soon forgotten, they are never chronicled on the halls of fame.
T o be one's self means that we must
work. The more a man works, the less he
worries. Idlers never live to be old, they
worry themselves to death. Therefore, let
us not use a sounding brass or a tinkling
symbol, let us make no pretensions of being
great but may such qualities as simplicity,
humility and tolerance ever shine through
our lives.
If this is our aim, we can be assured of at
least a measure of success and perhaps the
words of Mark Twain would be applicable
of us when life ends. "Endeavor to so live
that when you come to die, even the undertaker will be sorry."
"The Spirit of the Lord G O D is upon
me; because the L O R D hath anointed me
to preach good things unto the meek: he
hath sent me to bind up the brokenhearted,
to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the
opening of the prison to them that are
bound." Isaiah 61:1.

/•
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since Christ and the Father are one and
since He is equal with God, Phil. 2:6, that
He knoweth all things. W h e n the disciples
ascribed unto Him infinite knowledge, He
did not object. John 16:30 declares: " N o w
we are sure that thou knowest all things,
and needest not that any man should ask
thee: by this we believe that thou earnest
forth from God." Also John 21:17, when
the Lord asked Peter the third time,
"Lovest thou me," Peter said: "Lord thou
knowest all thinks; thou knowest that I
love thee."
Many instances in the N e w Testament
reveal the Omniscience of Jesus. He knew
Nathaniel as a man knows a book. "Behold an Israelite indeed in whom is no
guile." The Samaritan woman was convinced that He knew all her past record.
"Come see a man which told me all things
whatsoever I did, is not this the Christ?"
He revealed to the disciples their thoughts.
He also reveals to mankind today the condition of the heart, through the inspired
W o r d of God.
(3) Christ is the Omnipresent
One.
That is, He is everywhere present at the
same time. In His last message to His disciples, when He had given them the great
commission, He said: "Lo, I am with you
alway, even unto the end of the age."
Matt. 28:20. There can be only one conclusion drawn from this passage. It is not
only given to His immediate disciples, but
to the Christians of the whole dispensation
of Grace. How wonderful it is to know
that our Christ is ever near. He has promised to abide with the believer. John 15:5,
"He that abideth in me, and I in him, the
same bringeth forth much fruit."
(4) Christ is the Immutable One. That
is to say, He is ever the same. This thought
to some may hold no comfort. There is in
this world the hum drum and monotony of
the every day routine of affairs. W h o is
there that does not appreciate a change
once in a while. As the old adage: "A
change is as good as a rest." I think that
this idea is thoughtlessly carried into the
religion of some people. They tire of the
thought of constancy, purity, etc. Nevertheless it is said of Christ that He is the
same yesterday, today and forever. This
ought not to become monotonous to us. On
the contrary it ought to cause us to shout
His praises. Here is comfort and consolation for the sad and sorrowing; relief for
the oppressed; hope for the faint hearted
and rest for the weary.
W h o is there that tires of the beauty of
the unfolding of the rose or the lily. W e
wish that they would cease to* develop
when they are only partly unfolded. W h y ?
Is it not because the rose and the lily are

symbolical of purity? T o demonstrate this,
put them under the microscope. The longer
you look the more you see of purity and
perfection and beauty. Christ, too, asked
to be magnified, and said that He would
draw all men unto Him. W e would surely
tire of Him were it not for His constancy.
The more we see Him magnified, the more
we see of God's real beauty, purity and
holiness, and the more we are attracted to
Him, for He is the Lily of the Valley and
the Rose of Sharon. W e would not want
Him to change. W e should be disappointed
if He did.
2. We ought to be acquainted with the
Moral Attributes of Christ.
It will be impossible to go into a detailed
discussion here, as time and space will not
permit. I can barely outline this on this
account, but I trust that you will be inspired to go into the study for yourself
and search out the W o r d of God on the
matter. Christ will surely become a greater
Christ to you if you d o this.
(1) His Holiness.
That Jesus Christ
possessed the attribute of holiness is constantly affirmed in the Hotly Scriptures.
Even the Demons said: " W e know thee,
who thou art, the Holy One of God." The
angel announced to Mary that: "Therefore
also that holy thing which shall be born of
thee, shall be called the Son of God."
Luke 1:35.
(2) His Righteousness.
The righteousness of the Christ was manifested throughout His earthly career. His was a life of
strict departure from sin and evil in word,
deed and thought. His were deeds of righteousness and good works, in which the
holiness of His nature was manifested.
W h e n He comes again it will be to rule
the world in righteousness, at His coming
in the clouds of glory with His saints to
reign on the Millennial Earth. "Righteousness shall be the girdle of His loins." Isa.
11:5. In Hebrews 1:9, we read: "Thou hast
loved righteousness and hated iniquity."
W e believe that this is spoken of the
Christ. His whole earthly life was an expression of this love and hatred.
Justice is usually coupled up with the
thought of righteousness. However, in relation to Christ, the idea of justice will be
revealed more in His second coming than
in His earthly ministry. And yet we have
justice in all His denunciations of the
Pharisees, and of hypocrisy. His judgments will be just judgments in His coming
again.
(3) His Mercy and
Loving-Kindness.
The mercy and loving-kindness of Jesus is
manifested in His condescension to this
world to redeem a fallen race. W h i l e He
was in this world He went about doing
good. He showed mercy upon those who
were sick and helpless by healing them and
delivering them from sin and the hand of
Satan. That He loved all men is revealed
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Christian Growth
/. R. Steckley
T E X T : II Peter 3:18, "But grow in grace
and in the knowledge of our Lord
and Saviour."
i E A D things can't grow. A post planted in the ground shows no signs of
growth though it remains planted for years.
On the contrary, it too soon shows signs
of decay. A pebble in the richest soil, is
a pebble still. It has no< germ of life. But
grain sown in the prepared soil will soon
germinate and spring forth into newness of
life and multiply, and bring forth fruit.
It is one thing to grow in grace, but quite
another thing to grow in knowledge of our
Lord. Faith is based on knowledge. If,
therefore, our knowledge of Hixn is small,
our faith in Him will be proportionate.
/.

W e ought to have a knowledge and
understanding
of the Doctrines of
Christ.
This ought not be left and limited to the
preacher. Every Christian ought to desire
this expansion and growth of the intellect.
T o search out the depths of this knowledge
will keep us from stagnation and spiritual
starvation, and more than that, it will furnish a ground work or a foundation for our
faith that nothing else can do. It is good
training and discipline for one to learn to
concentrate on a difficult subject until we
have thought through the problem at least
to our own satisfaction. By this method
we may arrive at an adequate working
knowledge of the Doctrines of Christ.
1. We ought to be acquainted with the
Natural Attributes of His Deity.
(1) Christ is the Omnipotent One. In
this respect H e is equal with God the Father. This is not contradictory to the
thought of His Sonship either as contended
by some. He said before He left His disciples, "All power is given unto me, in
heaven and in earth." Matt. 28:18. But
He possessed this power in the beginning
of the Creation. In John's Gospel we have
it stated that: "In the beginning was the
W o r d , and the W o r d was with God, and
the W o r d was God. All things were made
by Him, and without Him was not anything made that was made." Here we see
the Omnipotence of Christ, the W o r d , in
Creation. Genesis 1, confirms this, for as
God the Father spoke, the W o r d brought
to pass that which was spoken. Surely He
possesses all power.
(2) Christ is the Omniscient One. Does
He know all things? He himself stated
that of the day of His coming again knoweth no man, but that His Father only
knows of that day and hour. Yet Jesus
said: "I and my Father are one." John
10:30. Therefore it may be argued that
A
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in the fact that He went to the homes of
those w h o were esteemed as sinners by
the religious sects of the Jews and opened
unto them the W a y of Eternal life, as in
the case of the Publican, Zaochaeus. He
had sympathetic understanding of the
Samaritan woman, and met her great soul
need. He healed all manner of disease.
Jesus is just the same today, in that He
meets the need of every son of Adam who
trusts Him for that need.
3. We ought to be acquainted with those
Fundamental Doctrines which have to do
with Christ's person and work.
(1) The Immaculate Conception.
That
Jesus was conceived by the Holy Ghost is
affirmed in the N e w Testament, Matt. 1:18,
and is even broadly hinted in the Old Testament. Isa, 7:14.
There are those who refuse to accept
anything of the miraculous in the birth of
Jesus. This should not even be a problem
to us. There are thousands of miracles all
around us that axe just as incapable of solution on any other ground than Supernatural, as is the birth of Jesus. W h o can
understand life? W h o can make a seed
that will germinate and grow? or who can
understand the power of germination? W h o
can explain electricity? W h o can explain
the theory of gravitation? And so we could
go on and on asking questions which are
not solved on any other ground than that
of the creative power of God. It is no more
difficult to me to believe that Jesus was
conceived of the Holy Ghost than it is to
believe that God created man in the first
place. God would not be God, if it were
possible to reduce His acts to the realm of
human wisdom and power.
(2) The Virgin Birth. The Virgin Birth
of Jesus is not only a scriptural teaching
but it is a fundamental truth. Without His
miraculous birth we could have no redemption. That He is the world's redeemer
is evident from the fact that He has
changed the lives of thousands of believers
down through the centuries.
He still
works the miracle of grace in the human
heart wherever He has the chance. N o one
but the sinless Son of God could do this
work of cleansing from sin. Since the sin
nature of Adam has been passed on to all
his posterity, it was absolutely necessary
that the world's redeemer be born without
sin. N o man ever had such a birth. Our
salvation is dependent upon this great fact
that: "He was made to be sin for us, who
knew no sin, that we might be made the
righteousness of God in Him."
(To be continued)
"And as it is appointed unto men once
to die, but after this the judgment; So
Christ was once offered to bear the sins
of many; and unto them that look for him
shall he appear the second time, without
sin, unto salvation." Heb. 9:27-28.
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Christian Character
Rev. Chas. A.
"Let no man despise thy youth; but be
thou an example of the believers, in word,
in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in
faith, in purity."—I Timothy 4:12.
are clearly set forth before us six
HERE
definite elements consistent w i t h
Christian character whether in youth or the
more mature life. Character—what we are
—plays the greatest role in the success of
one's Christian life, both for the maintenance of personal experience and the ability
of reaching others.
Note that we h a v e said "reaching
others,"—wielding an influence for salvation with the world. And our text says,
"Be an example of," not "be an example
to," the believers. This means that the
Christian is to be an example, or a pattern,
a sample, of Christ-like living which alone
qualifies us for wearing the appellation of
Christian.
In being the example of Christ by a perfectly circumspect life, we naturally become examples to the world of what Ghrist
requires of us. Because we fill this place
of representaives faithfully, God will see to
it that men will be drawn to Him by this influence. Jesus said, "Follw me, and I will
make you fishers of men." Again, "I, if I
be lifted up from the earth, will draw all
men unto me." In Dan. 12:3 we read,
"They that be wise (teachers) shall shine
as the brightness of the firmament: and
they that turn many to righteousness as the
stars forever and ever."
Some one has said, "The expression of
God is in the character of Christ." And
we may rightly add, "The expression of
Christ is in the character of His true followers."
It has also been said that character is
what God and the angels know of us, while
reputation is what the world thinks of us.
Then it goes without controversy that our
true worth before God largely determines
how the world receives our message and is
brought to Him by us.
N o w let us note what it is that we are
to be examples of, or what a Christian
should manifest, or what the world should
expect us to put on exhibition:
1. Examples of the believer in word—
that is, in our talk, our verbal communication; how we use our medium of speech or
the coin of exchange in making known our
wishes and desires to our fellows. There
is an adage well worth putting into practice here,
"If wisdom's ways you'd wisely seek,
Five things observe with care:
Of whom you speak, to whom you speak.
And how, and when, and where.
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In Jas. 1:26 we read, "If any man among
you seem to be religious, and bridleth not
his tongue, but deceiveth his own heart,
this man's religion is vain." And in Jas.
3:2 we have these words, "If any man offend not in word, the same is a perfect
man, and able also to bridle the whole
body." Proverbs 16:28 declares, " A whisperer separateth chief friends." H o w necessary it is that we guard our words. How
important that our verbal communication
be "seasoned with salt." W i t h the Psalmist let us sincerely cry, "Let the words of
my mouth . . . be acceptable in thy sight,
0 Lord, my strength and my redeemer."
2. W e are to be examples of the believer
in conversation. T o us this word ordinarily
means the same as the one we have already dealt with; but here it carries with
it an altogether different meaning—that of
actions, deportment, daily activities, what
we do. While distinctly separate, yet
these two elements are sustained by each
other. If our words are not sound and fittingly used, they will give the lie to our actions, and vice versa. "Actions speak
louder than words." It is said that Mr.
Ingersol, the noted infidel, in speaking of
his observation of Christian living, said, "If
1 believed as you say, I would not do as
you do." The world expects us to prove
our words by our actions, or to prove our
possession not only by the way we talk,
but by the w a y we act.
3. W e are also to be examples of the believer in charity—genuine love. Divine love
in manifestation, love that can be felt by
the fellow believer and followed by the
world, a love that is unfeigned, a love that
is vitally akin to God.
Many passages might be cited from the
W o r d as evidence of what God thinks of
this priceless jewel, but let these few suffice. In the W o r d we read, "Behold how
they love one another." Again, "Love
worketh no ill to his neighbor." In the
book of Romans, Paul exhorts: "In honor
prefer one another." John, in one of his
epistles, declares, " W e know that we have
passed from death unto life, because we
love the brethren. He that loveth not his
brother abideth in death."
Here again may be lost all that goes before, for if love does not operate in the
Christian life, what we say means nothing
and our actions show up in insincerity, or
will not ring true.
4. Our text calls upon us to be examples
of the believer in spirit also. It is not always what we do, but the spirit in which
it is done, that counts. Right things may be
done in the wrong spirit. Noble deeds may
have all the blessing taken from them, so
(Continued on page 71)
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THE PREACHER'S PAGE
We heartily Invite pastors, evangelists, and others to participate in making this department of the paper interesting and helpful by sending us contributions for these
columns. Short articles and illustrations desired.

'The Apostle Paul and His
Preaching Message"
Jesse F. Lady
"I determined not to know
anything
among you, savie Jesus Christ, and Him
crucified." I Cor. 2:2,
T N this one brief verse we have a revela•"• tion of the Apostle's character and! his
preaching message. On the surface life
has largely changed since Paul wrote these
words, but at heart men and women are
largely the same as those Christians in Corinth. Now, as then, certain folks have a
tendency to place emphasis on the secondary thing.
Paul spoke these words to the C o rinthian Church. In that ancient Greek
city the Christians seemed to have set their
hearts on five spiritual gifts: "The art of
public speech, the gift of prophecy, the
power to work miracles, the ability to give
money and the privilege of martyrdom"
(Comp. I Cor. 13:1-3). However, in the
immediate context of our message we find
Paul in conflict with the "sign seeking
Jew," and the "wisdom seeking Greek."
W h a t contrast with the Apostle!
I. First of all, then, Paul's purpose and
position stands out in bold contrast with
the popular movement of his time, in regard to religious views. "I am determined
* * * to know * * * Jesus Christ."" In
analyzing this verse a little more closely,
we notice Paul says, "Determined not to
know anything * * *." Paul was not disparaging the five gifts and wisdom mentioned above, for he himself had all those
things. He was a master in public speech,
he had the gift of prophecy and could perform miracles, he had given up all for
Christ, and he was looking forward to the
privilege of martyrdom for Christ. But
still Paul knew that these gifts, and others
like them, are worthless before God unless
they are under the supreme control of an
enthroned Christ. Again Paul says, "I am
determined not to know anything * * * but
Jesus Christ." This is not narrow exclusiveness or bigotry. F o r Paul realized, as
all true Christians do, "Jesus Christ and
Him crucified" covers all the ground of
men's needs. "The Jews require a sign"—
something to look at. He wants a religion
that consist largely of certain acts and ornate ritual which may bring some magical
spiritual blessing. "The Greek seeks wisdom." T h e y wanted to argue, to philoso-

phize, or the like, about some abstract principles. W e might define philosophy as "a
system of thought which primarily raises
question, but never answers them." "But,"
says Paul, "in Christ Jesus, who of God
is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness,
and, sanctifieation, a n d
redemption."
Therefore, " W e preach Christ crucified,
unto the Jews a stumbling block, and unto the Greeks foolishness; but unto them
which are called, both Jews and Greeks,
Christ the power of God and the wisdom
of God." (I Cor. 1:23, 24). "Christ is all
in all." H e is sufficient for all the need's of
the past, present and the future. Thus far,
we have seen the plan Paul has selected for
his life. Remember the condition which
Paul pursued was determination and devotion to know Christ in intimate relationship.
II. Our next inquiry, is the method by
which Paul arrived at his final position.
Paul did not arrive at his position by the
tricks of oratory, the flights of eloquence,
or the pretensions of philosophy, or any
such method of self-attainment, but quite
the contrary, instead of self attainment it
was self abasement—the crucifixion route.
Paul makes much of the crucifixion of self.
"I am crucified with Christ nevertheless I
live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." He
also speaks of a dual crucifixion, "The
world is crucified unto me, and I unto the
world." Herein then is Paul's method of
arriving at his Christian position—the crucifixion of the self life within and a separation from the world without.
But people are forever asking, "what is
worldliness?" W h o is the worldly man? I
like the reply cf the old saint given many
years ago, "The worldly man is the man
who puts the emphasis on this world." He
puts things above life, money above manhood, convenience above conviction-lovers
of self more than lovers of God.
III. Our final inquiry is, "how will Paul
retain this personal relation with Christ?"
W e go to the 10th verse of this same chapter for an answer. It is communion with
God through the Holy Spirit, and n o t
through the natural senses and intellectual
knowledge. In I Cor. 1:9 Paul says, "Eye
hath not seen"—the artist cannot paint it.
"Ear hath not heard"—the professor cannot pass it across the desk to you. "Neither
have entered into the heart of man"—the
scientist cannot manufacture it. In verse
4 of this chapter he tells us, " M y speech
and my preaching was * * * *in demonstration of the Spirit and1 of power."
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Oh, for a life that is lived under the
power and influence of the Holy Spirit
every day. There may be times when we
feel like Paul did when he first arrived at
Corinth, he says he was with them, "in
weakness, and in fear, and in much trembling." T h e reasons were very plain. His
previous experiences had not been very encouraging. He had been imprisoned in
Philippi; h e had been smuggled away by
night from the Thessalonica; he had been
hounded from Berea; he had made only little impression in Athens, and now here at
Corinth he also encountered severe opposition. Yet Paul lived so close to the Lord
that when he was tempted to be a little
dejected, the Lord immediately came to his
rescue and appeared to him in a vision
and said, "Paul * * * be not afraid * * *
for I am with thee." W i t h this fresh encouragement Paul determined as never before to make the palpitating heart and
centre of his life and preaching message
'Jesus Christ and Him crucified'.'
M a y God grant us all such purpose of
heart that we like Paul will be loyal to
Christ even unto death.

Gems of Truth from a Minister's
Notebook
Jacob W. Keefer
1. "Have faith in God." Mk. 11:22. A
living faith in God enables us to see the invisible; believe the incredible; and realize
the impossible.
2. "If any man be in Christ, he is a new
creature." II Cor. 5:17. A religion that
does not change the heart and mind; nature
and spirit; conduct and life of the believer
is helpless, hopeless and worthless.
3. "The Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister." Matt. 20:28.
To "follow His steps" (I Pet. 2:21), we must
give ourselves to God; our strength to the
weak; our support to the poor; and our
sympathy to the suffering.
4. The Bible reveals to us the mind of
God, the state of man, the way of salvation,
the joy of believers, and the doom of sinners. Read it to be wise. Believe it to be
safe. Practice it to be holy. "Without holiness no man shall see the Lord."
5. What the resurrection of Christ means
to us: (1) Proof of His divine Sonship, Rom.
1:4 (2) Proof of God's infinite power, Eph.
1:20; (3) Assurance of our acceptance with
God, the Father, Rom. 4:25; (4) Assurance
of the resurrection of all believers, I Cor.
15:23; (5) Assurance of the destruction of
death, I Cor. 15:54.
6. When the Lord said to Peter, "If I wash
thee not, thou hast no part with me," Jno.
13:8, Peter got alarmed, and said, "Lord,
not my feet (my goings) only, but also my
hands (my doings) and my head (my thinkings)." When our "thinkings,"—thoughts,
are sanctified, we also have holy hands, that
will not engage in unrighteous deeds, and
faultless feet that will not stray into forbidden paths.
7. "Choosing rather to suffer affliction
with the people of God." Heb. 11:25. Life
is a continuation of choices. We choose our
habits. Habit makes character. Character

J
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determines destiny. In all human history no
man refused and rejected so much for righteousness' sake as Moses did,—pleasure, position, possession, power. He was conscious to the fact that "the world passes
away, and the lust thereof: but he that doeth
the will of God abideth forever."
8. The main teachings of the Bible can be
summed up in seven fundamental affirmations: God is; God created; God spake; God
came; God redeemed; God is here; God is
coming again. The larger part of the Bible
is taken up with the unfolding and developing of the great truths contained in these
seven short statements, and their application to the life of the individual, resulting
in endless blessing or eternal destruction,
depending upon the attitude of the individual toward God. Man is a free moral agent,
and chooses his destiny. Deut. 30:19.
9. "If we confess our sins, he is faithful
and just to forgive us our sins." I Jno. 1:9.
Confession has several purposes or objects
in view: (1) It clears the conscience of the
one who has sinned; (2) It opens a way for
lost confidence to be restored; (3) It may lay
blame where it is justly due. A confession
is never best if its result brings disaster.
Many people confess things to their fellowmen that should be confessed to God only.
If no good can come from it to our fellowmen there is no need of confessing to them.
If the public has not been wronged, no confession is due to it. However, all sins must
be confessed, and put under the blood of
Christ.

honestly preserving, using and giving to
others that which is their right or that
which is due them. Noi one can be careless or unmindful of the rights and welfare of others and be an example of the
believer. N o r can they thus be and remain a Christian.
6. The last exhortation in our text is
that we be an example of the believer in
purity—moral behavior. Here is the band
or tie which holds together the sheaf, so to
speak. It is the foundation on which word,
conversation, charity, spirit and faith rest.
If this is not in evidence all the others will
be voided. Purity, chastity, virtue, cleanliness of life, must all be manifested in all
the walks of life if we are to succeed as
followers of God.
W e are to be examples of the believei
in purity of character, so that "they that
be of the contrary part may have no evil
thing to say of us."
It is our duty to be examples in all of
these traits: (1) because God asks it; (2)
for our own personal good or gain; (3) in
order to have a leverage on those whom
Christ would' save through our influence.
There are none who can not be helped
by these admonitions, and many may be
helped in many ways if they will accept,
retain, and honestly work them out in their
lives by the help of His grace. Let us close
with this statement from the writer of our
text in his letter to the Hebrews, chapter
13, verse 7 and 8, where he says, "Remember them which have the rule over you,
who have spoken unto you the word of
God: whose faith follow, considering the
end of their conversation. Jesus Christ the
same yesterday, and today, and for ever."
•—Holiness Advocate.

2. Justification may be defined as an act
•oi God's free grace which absolves a sinner from guilt and punishment and accepts
him as righteous on the account of Christ's
atonement; or, in judicial language, an act
of God by which a believing sinner is released from the penalty of the Law and declared to be entitled to heaven. Furthermore, it is the acquittal of an accused person by a judicial decision that makes him
free from all judicial charges.
3. In the act of justification there are
three parties: God, as Sovereign, is the
God that justifies; Christ, as Advocate, is
the "lamb slain from the foundation of the
world"; man, as guilty, sinful, and ungodly.
Justification is not an act of God that
makes man actually just and righteous. This
is sanctification, which is, indeed, to some
degree the fruits of justification. Justification implies what God does for us through
His Son.

The Thought of Being Justified

Wesley on Horseback

Christian Character
(Continued from page 69)
far as the doer is concerned, by the way
they are performed. Surely the apostle is
here exhorting that we do what we do in
the spirit of meekness, long-suffering,
gentleness and self-forgetfulness. There is
no question, but that all our Lord did for us
bore these ear-marks, and if we are to wear
the badge of Christ-likeness, all our activities must savor of the same.
5. Once again, we are to be examples of
the believer in faith. This may be taken
under two heads. First: preserving the
faith. Paul says, "I have kept the faith."
It is our duty to so live that we
will not discredit or h a r m the faith
by our rash procedure.
There is no
disputing the fact that the faith has been
lessened in its grip on the world by the inconsistent lives of many who profess to
love and follow the meek and lowly One.
Oh, that the people of professed Christendom were zealous for and "contending for
the faith once delivered to the saints."
Second: it means faithfulness. This last
has much to do in keeping alive the faith in
our own hearts, inspiring faith and faithfulness in our fellow believers, and in creating confidence in o u r religion among
those that are without. W e must be faithful in keeping our engagements, faithful in
fulfilling our promises, faithful in our obligations to the church, its services, its reputation, faithful in our financial obligations
to it. Fidelity, or faithfulness, consists in
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Christ, as Advocate, does not defend one
in his guilt and sins, but intercedes through
His blood spilt on Calvary. Man, as guilty,
sinful, and ungodly, stands before God unable to free himself with the sentence of
death staring him in the face; whereas,
there is only one remedy. Hence he appears before God as Justifier, and Christ as
Advocate, and makes his confession and
request; and through a judicial act of God,
through the merits of a sacrificial, Jesus
Christ, his sins are absolved. Then, according to John 8:36, "if the Son therefore
shall make you free, you shall be free indeed."
So justification is, that act of God made
possible in Jesus Christ by which a man's
sins are absolved.

Romans 5:1
E. ]. Broyles
J u s t i f i c a t i o n includes man's deliverance from the penalty, dominion, and
pollution of his sins; his introduction into
the divine favor in this life; and his future
and eternal felicity in the life to come. The
sum of this salvation, so far as it regards
a qualification for eternal life, consists in
justification, regeneration, adoption, and
sanctification.
1. T h e grand object of our justification
and redemption was to accomplish human
salvation; and the effort of Christ's atonement was to place man in that new relation from which salvation might be given
to the offender. That new relation effected by the death of Christ is to God that of
an offended sovereign suspending the execution of the penalty of death and offering
terms of pardon to the condemned. By use
of the prescribed means the offender actually obtains God's favor.

A statue of John W e s l e y on horseback
has been erected in front of his first chapel
in Bristol, England, and within sight of the
actual stable (still standing) in which he so
often made his horse comfortable after a
strenuous tour. The first hymn sung in
the chapel at its opening on June 3, 1793,
was:
Arm of the Lord, awake, awake,
Put on thy strength, the nations shake;
And let the world adoring see
Triumphs of mercy wrought by Thee.
It was a prophetic hymn, sung once more
after the unveiling of the statue in the old
chapel. . . . Wesley's activities covered
England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. He
faced storms and mud and made his way
over trackless roads. His saddle was his
study. He read every book that was worth
reading and tested each by the standard of
the Book. An open book appears in his
hands in the new statue.—Selected.
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of Mr. and Mrs. William Lloyd of Adanac,
Sask., and Sr. Donelda Bell Hogg, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hogg, Stayner, Ont. M a y ,
the blessing of God accompany them through
life.

Church and lived a very consistent Christian
life and was always able to testify to the
goodness of God. In later years she and her
husband were ordained to the office of deacon,
in which she carried much concern for the
work of the church. She will be! greatly missed in the Mowersville and Greenspring congregations.
Funeral services, in charge of Elder William
M. Asper, assisted by Elds. Ebbert Stayman,
Irvin O. Musser and Charles Byers, were held
at the Air Hill Church. She had chosen her
own text from St. Mark the 14th chapter and
the first clause of the Sth verse. , Sr. Wengert
was aged 64 years, 3 months and 28 days.
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WINGEBT-BICE—On Tuesday, Feb. 8th, at
eight o'clock a. m. there occurred the marriage
of Sr. Elsie Rice, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Grant Rice, of near Chambersburg, to Bro.
George Wingert, son of the late Bro. and Sr.
George Wingert, also of near Chambersburg.
The ceremony was performed by Eld. Charles
W. Rife a t his residence. May God's richest
blessing attend them through life.
ILOYD-HOGCr— On Dec. 22nd, 1937 a t the
home of the officiating minister, Bishop E. J.
Swalm, Duntroon, Ont., there occurred the
marriage of Mr. Harvey Vevister Lloyd, son

Obituaries
BENNEB—John R. Benner of Bertie Twp.,
Ont., departed this life on Sunday, January 23,
1938, aged 88 years and 11 months.. He was a
son and the only remaining child of the late
Jacob and Sophia Benner. He leaves to mourn
his departure four sons, Henry, on the old
homestead with his father; Cortia, George and
Albert, and two daughters, Mary, wife of Wm.
Schultz and Sr. Clara, wife of Bro. Fred Lichtenberger, all of Bertie twp.; also eleven
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren and
many other relatives and friends.
Funeral services were conducted on Wed.,
Jan. 26, a t the home by Eld. Wm. Charlton.
Text: Job 19:25a. Interment in the Ridge
Mausoleum.
BEBT—Lois Jean, youngest daughter of Bro.
Ezra and Sr. Carrie Bert, died December 13,
1937 at the age of 51 days. She is survived by h e r parents, six sisters and four
brothers.
Funeral services were conducted at the home
on December 16, in charge of Elders William
M. Asper and Ebbert Stayman. Burial was at
the Mowersville Church.
BITNEB—Charles Bitner of Ridgeway, Ont.,
departed this life on Thurs., Feb. 3, 1938, aged
48 years, 2 months and 2 days. He was the
only son of Bro. Crayton and the late Sr. Elizabeth Bitner of Ridgeway, Ont. Earlier in life
he had sought the Lord and united with the
Brethren in Christ (Tunker) Church. He
leaves to mourn his departure his widow,
Florence (Shisler) and two sons Harley and
Earl at home; also his aged father and one
sister Bessie still at home with her father,
and many other relatives and friends.
Funeral services were conducted on Sat.,
Feb. 5th, at the home by Elds. Wm. Charlton,
Edward Nigh, Warren Winger and H. S. Crider
of Detroit, Kans. Text: "Is it well with thee?"
II Kings 4:26. Interment in the Ridgeway
cemetery.
BOLTON—John George Bolton, brother of
Sr. Elizabeth M. Bolton, and Mrs. Edna Dixner of Chicago, passed away Jan. 16th, 1938.
Funeral services were held Jan. 20th, Eld.
Carl J. Carlson, officiating. Interment at Lockport, Illinois.
LEEDY—Sister Carrie Leedy was the widow
of the late Joseph Leedy of Hopewell Township. Sister Leedy was converted ten years
ago and united with the Brethren in Christ
and was a member of the Greenspring congregation. She passed to her reward on Monday evening, January 10. She is survived by
several sons and daughters.
Funeral services were held on January 13th,
at the Garfield Barbour funeral parlors in
Shippensburg, in charge of Eld. William M.
Asper assisted by Eld. S. Z. Bert; interment in
the Mt. Zion cemetery.
Ii E H M A N — Pauline Elizabeth Lehman,
daughter of Bro. Simon A. Lehman of Mechanicsburg, Pa., R. D., was born Sept. 26,
1930, died of pneumonia Feb. 11, 1938, aged 7
years, 4 months, 16 days. She manifested a
very cheerful disposition during her sickness.
She will be missed in our Sunday School in
Mechanicsburg, where she was a regular attendant. Beside her father she is survived by
the following brothers and sister: Robert, Earl,
Simon Jr., Gladys and Charles, also her grandmother, Sr. Anna Wenger.
Funeral services were held Feb 13, at the
home by Rev. S. C. Eshelman. Text: I I Sam.
12:16-23. F u r t h e r services were held at Air
Hill Church, conducted by Rev. Roy H. Wenger, assisted by Rev. J. Roy Asper. Text:
Mark 9:36. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
WENG-ERT—Sister Sarah A Wengert, wife
of Bro. J. Andrew Wengert died January 28th,
1938, a t her home near Orrstown. Surviving
her are her husband, two daughters: Bertha
of Riddlesburg, Mrs. Eber Hock of Shippensburg, R. R. 3; two sons: Norman of Shippensburg, R. R. 3, and Paul of Chambersburg, R.
R. 1.
Sr. Wengert was converted when she was
very young; united with the Brethren in Christ

'A Timely Warning—Watch
Therefore"
(Matt. 25:13)
Ethel

Climenhaga

In spite of the many Scriptures in the
Bible warning us to be ready for Christ's
Coming, we still find many souls going on
in the w a y of sin, heedless of the admonitions. In the parable of the T e n Virgins
as found in Matt. 25 there are those who
had no oil in their lamps when the cry
went forth "Behold the Bridegroom coineth." As Christians, we profess t o live and
long for the appearing of Christ. D o we
live up to our profession? This parable
shows us that although there will be some
found ready to meet Christ when He comes
yet, there are countless numbers who will
not be prepared. W e might compare the
five foolish virgins to, first: Those who
have a mere profession, and second: Those
who have made no provision for the future.
T h e foolish virgins took their lamps, and
took no oil with them Matt. 25:3. The
lamps which they held may be called
"lamps of profession." H o w many people
today profess to know and love Christ yet
how empty. They have a form of godliness but deny the power thereof. It is true
they attend church on Sunday and perform
good deeds, but that which is able t o carry
them through hard toils and persecutions, is
sadly lacking. T h e y are void of that deep
spiritual life, which amid the cares of life,
still triumph. Just a mere possession will
not qualify one for the Kingdom of Heaven.
Again, they have no provision for the future life. T h e lights were merely held for
a present show, but there was noi oil for
after use. The Second Coming of Christ
seems to be a forgotten subject in the modern church of today. As a result the great
masses of people have given up the idea
of preparing for Christ's return and have
grown careless and nonconcerned in their
spiritual life. As a mere profession they
find no light to guide them into the valley
of the shadow of death, and when the end
comes how much they yearn to be found in
the condition of the true Christian, the one
who has made preparation for the future.
The day is coming, and very soon, when
those who now look with contempt upon
the saints of God will gladly value them as
(Continued on page 74)
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City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth A»e., Aitoona, Penn., In c h a w
or H. 0 . Miller and wife; Emma Older.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. I . , In charge
of B. C. Bossert and wife.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111.. In charge of
Sarah H. Bert, Sunt.; C. J. Carlson, Pastor; A t u Carlton;
Harriet Gough; Alice K. Albright; Bosa Eyster.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio, in charge at
W. H. and Susie Boyer, Eva Dick, Angeline Cox.
Detroit Mission, 2426 Park Ave., Apt. 10, Detroit, Mich., in
charge of William and Willa Lewis, Janna Goins.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St, Philadelphia, Penn., In
charge of Barbara Hitz, Mary Sentz.
San Francisco Mission, 048 Haigbt St., San Francisco, Calif..
In charge of Walter Belghard and wife; Anna Mary Boyer;
Grace Plum.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., In charge
of Jonathan Lyons and wife, Elizabeth Brubaker, Mary Lyons.

Rural Missions
Houghton Mission, Bt. 1, TWsonbun, Ont., Can., In charge of
Edward Gilmore and wife, Idellus Sider.
Ellwood and Ethel Flewelling. Bt. 2, Port Burwell, Ont.
Kentucky—Albert H. Engle, Supt.
Ella, Ky.—Hershey Gramm and wife; Ellen Kanode: Sara
Brubaker.
Garlin, Ky.—Albert H. Engle and wife; Imogene Snider.
Home Evangel, Knifley, Ky.—Albert and Mary Brenneman;
Anna Mae Stauffer.
Gladwin, Michigan—
Mt. Carmel, in charge of Charles Nye and wife.
Oak Grove, in charge of Melvln Stauffer.
"addeckwood Mission, Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, In
chares of Albert Cober and wife, and Helen Bowers.
Kiddlesburg Mission, Rlddlesburg, Penn., in charge of S. Iola
Dixon; Bertha Wingert.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Penn., Bro. Paul B. Wolgemuth,
Steward, and Sr. Bhoda Wolgemuth, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Joseph L. Musser, Steward and
Lydia Musser, Matron, with Eld. Graybill Wolgemuth and
wife in charge of the spiritual phase of the work.
2001 Faxton St., Harrisburg, Perm.

CHICAGO MISSION
Financial Report for Five Months,
Sept. to Jan., 1938
Balance on hand
$31.21
Sept., Oct. and Nov. Offering's
A. D. Baker, Winnipeg, Man., $5.00; Mr. and
Mrs. Jager, Chicago, 111., $5.00; In His Name,
$5.00; Y. P., $4.17; In His Name, $10.00; Oct:
offering box, $2.00; Allen Poote, Cal., $5.00; In
His Name, $3.00; Ruben Wingerd, Pasadena,
Cal., $5.00; Bro. Wagaman, Cal., $1.00; Offering
Box, $5.00; Sr. Gayman, India, $1.00; Vern
Zook, Abilene, Kans., $2.00; Unknown, $2.00;
General Offering, $15.97; Bro. and Sr. J. M.
Eshelman, Sedgwick, Kans.. $10.00; Eva Gingrass, Sedgwick, Kans., $5.00; Iva Hickerson,
Sedgwick, Kans., $5.00; Cora Albright, Shannon, 111., $1.00; Fern Teeter, Nappanee, Ind.,
$1.00; Sr. Benedick, Ind., $2.00; Oscar Stump,
$2.00; In His Name, $4.00.
Bee. and Jan., 1938
Pearl Flynn, Ohio, $5.00; Pasadena S. S., Cal.,
$5.00; Jesse Lehman, Chambersburg, Pa., $1.00;
Bro. Boyer, Dayton, Ohio, $1.00; Katherine
Wenger, Pasadena, Cal., $4.00; Mr. and Mrs. A.
Brechbill, Abilene, Kans., $10.00; Eunice Deter,
Morrison, 111., $5.00; In His Name, $5.00; Catherine Eyer, Cal., $1.00; The Broadcasters, Harrisburg, Pa., $4.00; Harry Crider, Detroit,
Kans., $4.00; L. S. Saltzman, Abilene, Kans.,
$2.00; Lois Prey, Missionary, $4.00; In His
Name, $6.00; In His Name, $1.00; James
Eyster, Thomas, Okla., $5.00. Total offerings,
$193.48. Bal. carried forward, $31.21. Total,
$224.69.
Expenses for Five Months
Household
$101.19
Gas
_
22.96
Electric
60.59
Total expense
Balance on hand

$184.74
$ 39.95
Relief Fund
Balance carried forward
$ 1.78
Offerings in His Name, $8.03; Mrs. Nelson,
Morris, 111., $5.00; In His Name, $6.00; Sr. Mc-

Neal, Chambrsburg, Pa., $5.00;
$15.00. Total, $40.81.
Expense for Relief
Fuel, Food, and Clothing
Supplies for the sick, etc

tiiiiiiiiiiiiini

T.

L.

B
C,

$29.22
8.00

Total
Balance on Hand

$37.22
$ 3.59
Fuel Fund
Hazel Carlson, Chicago, $5.00; S. S., $21.77;
T. P., $5.17; S. E. Offering, $14.92; Sr. Stevenson, $10.00; In His Name, $6.00; In His
Name, $10.00; L. A., $7.00; Bro. Eyster, $5.00;
In His Name, $5.44; A Sister, $10.00; H. L.
Trump, Polo, 111., $35.00; L. F., $2.00; Tithing,
$3.00; Thanksgiving Mission, $15.64; W. D.
Betz, Ohio, $3.00; Tithing, $17.34. Total,
$176.28. Paid, $182.55..
Our greetings to all is with that of II Peter
X:l-4.
Sarah H. Bert.

Dear Ones:
Greetings be unto you from Psa. 126:5-6.
"They that sow in tears shall reap in joy,
He that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing
precious seed, shall doubtless come again
with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with
him." The minds of the world would reverse
this quotation. We are living in a world of
gaiety and pleasure. I am glad we can live
in this world and lift up Christ, but we do
not need to be partakers of their sinful
deeds. I am glad we can all have a part in
bringing Christ to the hungry and afflicted
souls.
We are sorry the past five months have
gone by without our report. The days and
months just fly by so rapidly and we know
that time waits for no one. However our
time goes for others and God keeps the
record. May God help us to spend our time
profitable for His glory.
We want to express our heartfelt appreciation to the dear friends in Indiana for
all they have sent in from the fruits of the
earth. May the Lord bless you and multiply
your store house from His bountiful hand.
Every time we go to get some of the things
you sent in, we pray, Lord bless the Indiana
people. We give and have given to the poor
and needy from the things you have sent
into us. One evening while
we were at the
supper table a young boy1 came in and asked
if he could get some food for the evening
meal. Many times our eyes are filled with
tears when we think of those who may go
hungry to bed at night. One night a father came and said, they have not received
their relief check and said they did not have
heat, light nor food and asked if we could
give them some food. So we thank you
again for your kindness to us.
We want to thank Oklahoma, Bellesprings, Zion, Kans., and Indiana Sewing
Circles for the things they have made for us
as workers and the garments you sent in for
our people. One family that comes to our
Sunday School were dressed in scanty summer clothing and had been without heat for
several days and did not have enough covers
to keep warm at night, were supplied with
clothing and cover to keep them warm, from
your kindness. They are one out of many
that have been supplied by your labors of
love. I wish you could hear and see the expressions of appreciations given by these
dear ones. "Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto one of the least of these my brethren,
ye have done it unto me." Matt. 25:40.
We want to thank those who have sent in
of their financial means to meet the needs of
the work. We thank God for making real
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His promises unto us. "But my God shall
supply all your need according to His riches
in glory by Christ Jesus." Phil. 4:19.
The Lord has been working in our meetings. Last Sunday night a number sought
the Lord and gave victorious testimonies of
God's saving grace. How our hearts rejoice
when a soul cries out to God for help. The
trouble with many people they do not feel
their need of God—therefore, they do not
seek Him for help. May God help us to
awake and cry to God for help and mercy.
We thank you for your prayers and we ask
you to continue to pray for us. The other
day we felt a great need of special help
from the Lord. A day was set apart for
fasting and prayer. The Lord gave us this
verse, "In my distress I called upon the
Lord, and cried unto my God: He heard my
voice out of His temple, and my cry came
before Him, even into His ears." Ps. 18:6.
Thank God He hears and will do great
things for those who put their trust and
confidence in Him.
"Now unto him that is able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or
think, according to the power that worketh
in us. Unto him be glory in the Church by
Christ Jesus through all ages, world without end."
Your Co-workers in Christian fellowship,
A. A.
REVIVAL MEETINGS AT SIPPO
VALLEY CHURCH
Massillon, Ohio
Meetings began on Jan. 9th and continued
until the evening of Jan. 24th. Bro. Abner
Martin being the evangelist. He came with
his old time orthodox messages, all of which
were Spirit-filled ad most effective. The attendance was far above the average of previous meetings, and the results were also
most encouraging. Since we saw a return
of a number of our class who had grown
cold and in addition a number of new beginners, of this number was a mother of seven
children. Through his kindly manner both
in the way of giving his messages and his
kindly spirit in and out our homes he has
established a lasting friendship. The children especially will remember him for the
many good things he told them and also for
the small gifts he gave them. The meeting
in general was a God-send to us as a church
and neighborhood. Thank God for the old- .
time Gospel and its power to save and also
for messengers who fearlessly declare it.
—W. J. Myers, Cor.
M. B. C. BIBLE CONFERENCE NOTES
The Twenty-Ninth Annual Bible Conference convened for opening session at 8:15 on
Thursday morning, February 10th for four
days of spiritual blessing. In attendance on
the opening day was the largest first-day
group of any conference to date and though
the large auditorium did not seem very well
occupied, yet the block of 450 chairs was
filled solidly, right from the first day. Indeed, the chapel could not have comfortably
seated many of the twelve sessions of the
Conference.
The first morning session of each weekday was an inspirational hour led by Bro.
Albert H. Engle. Bro. Charles F. Eshelman,
African missionary on furlough, spoke each
week-day in the second morning period on
the various problems of youth. Both these
speakers spoke with special emphasis and
application upon phases of spiritual conflict
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and progress from a student's viewpoint, and
from the rich experiences of these alumni
members, came advice, exhortation and inspiration for our student group as well as
other young people.
Bro. S. G. Engle presented a view of
Biblical prophecy in its present revelation
and unfolding among the nations, and with
special emphasis upon the part the Jews and
world dictators are playing in its fulfillment.
The question periods following these messages indicated the deep interest which a
discussion of such contemporary developments hold for lay members, clergy and students alike.
Bish. R. I. Witter, of Kansas, the evangelist for our winter revival effort and the
speaker each evening, was also the first
speaker for the afternoon conference sessions. These messages on holiness and
practical living were climaxed in a very interesting manner by a discussion of "Wedding Woe."
Other speakers who contributed messages
were Brothers Jacob T. Ginder, William
Myers, Jacob H. Bowers, Laban W. Wingert,
Harry Brubaker and W. P. Martin, and each
made a particularly unique contribution to
the success of the Conference.
Those who were privileged to attend the
closing session of the Bible Conference witnessed a heart touching scene. The entire
afternoon program was an impressive one.
In the opening a word of greeting was given
by various workers representing their respective fields of labor in Africa, India, Kentucky and Michigan.
Brothers W. P. Martin, Charles Eshelman,
and Albert Engle were the principal speakers of the afternoon. In "The Call of the
Homeland" as discussed by Brother Martin,
parents were made to feel their responsibility in rearing children in the fear of the
Lord. Parents should be a good pattern and
example for children to follow.
"The Need of the Regions Beyond" was
the subject very aptly discussed by Brother
Eshelman. Truly the fields are white unto
harvest but the laborers are few. Many of
our missionaries are being overworked.
Brother Eshelman pointed out that formal
education and religious training go hand in
hand. The missionaries who have simply
gone to educate and "Civilize" the heathen
have failed.
The closing heart-searching message "Our
Response" was given by Brother Albert
•Engle. A number of souls gathered about
the altar expressing their call and consecration for service, while others raised their
hands or sought the Lord at an altar of
prayer.
May the seed sown during this season of
refreshing bring forth much fruit in the
lives of all who attended and even to those
more remotely influenced by the impact of
brightened lives.
•—Clarence Musser, Cor.
CHAMBEBSBTTBCr, FA., REVIVAL REPORTED IN VERSE BY A. S. BOTZ.
Bish. Henry Schneider, Evangelist
To Zion Mission, Chambersburg,
In January, Thirty-Eight,
There came a sweet, refreshing show'r
Of Revival and mighty pow'r.
It was the old time saving grace
Brot down from heav'n for Adam's race
The preacher stressed with mighty pow'r,
And blessings fell like as a show'r.
A consecration call was made
When twenty souls bowed down and prayed,
Who all determined to go thru
And be among the faithful few.
An aged saint of Eighty-two
Bowed at the sacred altar too.
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He asked that God would give him more
Of what He had for him in store.
While Gospel messages were preached
Conviction deep some sinners reached,
And lo, behold, a glorious sight
When sinners came and prayed for light.
Behold one night, a family
Of father, mother, children three
Came humbly to the place of prayer,
Beseeching God would bless them there.
One day out in a country town
Convicting grace and pow'r came down,
And lo, it reached a sinner's heart,
And then and there he made a start.
Again, in that same country town
One afternoon the pow'r came down.
Two aged sinners heard God's call,
Confessed, believed and gave up all.
While Pentecostal pow'r was felt
Still others at the altar knelt
And sought a deeper work of grace
And then arose with songs of praise.
For three whole weeks the work went on
While prayers ascended to the throne.
At least a score were saved and blest
And others found a deeper rest.
God's people testified with glow,
Were always prompt and never slow.
The time was often far too short
For all to give a good report.
The after meetings proved a boon
As also did each afternoon,
The hour of interceding prayer
When graciously God met them there.
Thank God, the work is just begun,
And when the meetings here are done
The seed will grow and fruitage bear
And others will the blessing share.
Much precious news might yet be spread;
Sufficient is what has been said.
We'll talk it over by and by
When we shall meet up in the sky.

REVIVAL MEETINGS
Iron Springs, Pa.
The Lord willing, a series of meetings will
start at Iron Springs, Sunday evening,
March 6th. We desire to have the prayers
of the saints, because sin in the mountains
here does certainly abound. Thank God,
grace can and will much more abound.
A special invitation is extended to the
Pennsylvania Brotherhood to attend in person whenever convenient as the contact with
our own church people is very much appreciated. The seed that was sown last summer is bearing fruit and we believe the harvest is ripe and needs to be gathered. Pray!
Your co-laborer,
John L. Minter.

'A Timely Warning'
(Continued .from page 72)
their best friends. How sad at the present
time they do not see the need of grace.
God would gladly have given oil to the
five foolish virgins if they had only asked
in time, but there is no buying when all is
over. Right now, at the present moment is
the time to see that we have oil in our
lamps, and are ready to meet the Bridegroom. Prepare now for the future.
W e cannot borrow from our neighbors
the graces of God. The foolish virgins
said unto the wise, "Give us of your oil:
for our lamps are gone out." But the wise
answered saying, "Not so, lest there be
not enough for us and you" Matt. 25:9. It
is true we may benefit from the communion of the Saints, and the prayers of others,
yet our own belief is indispensibly neces-
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sary to our own salvation. Every man
shall give an account of Himself in the day
of judgment.
At an hour when we least think the
Son of man cometh. Our duty as given in
Matt. 25:13 is " W a t c h therefore." W e
must be spiritually awake every moment
of our lives, for Christ's Coming is very
uncertain and sudden. "In an hour when
ye think not the Son of man cometh."
The state of saints and sinners will be
fixed, and those who are shut out now will
be shut out forever. Are we making only
a mere profession and no provision for the
life to come? Or, like the wise virgins do
we have oil in our lamps, ready at any time
for the great Change.
When Christ comes to reward His servants.
Whether it be noon or night,
Faithful to Him, will He find us watching
With our lamps all trimmed and bright?

Little Faith and Great Faith
The largeness or smallness of faith does
not determine its reality, when it is faith
directed to Christ for salvation. O u r salvation is in Him, and our faith is the hand
with which the heart and life reach out to
take hold of Him. The success of the
venture does not depend' upon the strength
of the hand, but upon the love and Divine
compassion and power of the Saviour. Yet
we can answer the question, W h a t is great
faith and what is little faith? The sinner
who sees little in Christ is the man to
whom we must say, " O thou of little faith."
On the other hand, the sinner who, in full
consciousness of utter worthlessness, sees
something at least of the greatness and
grace of glory of the Person and W o r k of
the Saviour, and can scarcely turn away
from the sight—this is the man whoi has
great faith. Such a man was the Centurion,
of whom the Lord said (Luke 7:9), "I have
not found so great faith, no, not in Israel."
The Centurion was simply a man who had
gotten deep insight into Christ as one who
was mighty to save and deliver.
—Western Recorder.
A Christian girl, testifying in a crowded
meeting to her love for Christ, was interrupted by a man on the back seat, who
said, "That's all right, but how do you believe at home?"
Quick as a flash she responded, "There's
my mother sitting just in front of you. Ask
her."
T h e mother arose and said, "She lives
at home just as she talks here."
There is something wrong with our profession of love for Christ if it does not
make us Christlike in our homes.
—Our Pentecostal Boys and Girls.
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A Princely Outcaste
LEASE, let me go to school with Nagai,
father. All the boys say the new
teacher is teaching them all sorts of interesting things."
"But why should you go to school? Do
you think you can become a teacher? Who
ever heard of a shoemaker's boy becoming
a teacher?"
Little Ramaswami's eyes were downcast
as he pulled and stretched the buffalo hide
which he was helping his father to tan.
They both worked away in the hot sun, in
front of their little hut in the outcaste quarter of Guntur. After a prolonged silence
Eamaswami renewed the attack.
"But, father, Nagai says that if I learn
to read I can get a better job and can earn
more money than I could get as a shoemaker." This argument caused his father,
Kortai, to view the matter in a new light.
"Well, who knows? Maybe that's so.
Anyway, you have given me no peace day
or night since this new teacher has come
into our Palem. So go along with Nagai
tomorrow morning and see what the school
is like. But remember,—you are to help
me just the same every morning and evening with the hides."
"Oh, I will, father. I will. See if I
don't." And little Ramaswami could scarcely suppress a big shout- of happiness. He
worked extra hard that day just to show
his father how grateful he was for the
promise to let him start to school the next
morning.
Early the next morning, after he had
swept the door-yard for his mother and
had watered and tied the family buffalo,
Ramaswami put on his one little red shirt,
combed his thick black hair, and went with
this friend Nagai to the shed where the
school was held.
"Nagai, who is your little friend?" asked
the teacher.
"This is Ramaswami. His father is the
shoemaker, Kortai, who works there under
the banyan tree by the tank. He didn't
want to let Ramaswami come to school; but
Ramaswami just kept asking him until he
had to give in."
All this was new and strange and interesting to Ramaswami his first day at
school. The nice te*acher, Anandam, taught
them songs, told them stories and played
games with them. He taught Ramaswami
to read and write the word "eega" (fly)
that very first day, and Ramaswami hurried heme to show his father that he could
write the word "eega" on his little slate.
Thus began the school life of little outcaste Eamaswami, who belonged to the despised shoemakers, lowest of all the outcastes. Kortai, seeing the child's pleasure
over school and his eagerness to help his
father outside of school hours, reluctantly
agreed that he might continue to attend.
Eamaswami soon caught up with his
friend Nagai and together the two little
chums passed through the classes year after
year. One year Nagai would stand at the

head of his class and the next year Eamaswami would be first.
Eight years passed happily by and the
two boys were now finishing the eighth
grade in their school,—the last class before
entering high school. It had been a serious
question to Kortai what to do when Eamaswami finished the eighth grade. He needed the boy's help with his leather work and
he could not afford to buy the books needed
in high school.
One day, just before the final examinations were to he held, the missionary Dora
Garu (white man) who came every month
to visit their school, and who was very fond
of Eamaswami, said to him: "Well, Eamaswami, you'll be going to high school next
term. Will you?"
Eamaswami hesitated. "No, sir, I fear
not. Father can not afford to buy my
books."
The Dora Garu looked disappointed, but
left the school without saying anything
more about high school to Ramaswami.
The day the examinations were over,
however, he came to tiie school again, and
after the closing program was over and
the final cheery salaams had been said and
all the children were trooping out, he stopped Ramaswami, with his hand on the boy's
shoulder.
"Ramaswami, if you want to go to high
school next year I believe I can help you
with your books." With flying feet Ramaswami hurried to tell his father the joyful
news.
When high school reopened that year
the new students' list had on it the name
"Peravalli Ramaswami.
Caste—Shoemaker." Every day found Ramaswami in his
place in the class with his lessons all prepared,—and every morning from before
daylight to the time for him to go to school
he worked hard with his father, preparing
the hides for the shoes which his father
made.
During his senior year two great experiences came into his life. His father died
and he became a Christian. All his fellow outcastes ridiculed and upbraided him
for leaving their god, Rama Swami, for
whom he had been named; but Ramaswami
had been learning to know the other God,
Jesus, from the time he first went to school.
The very first verse that good teacher
Anandam, had taught him as a little boy
had been, "Jesus said: 'Suffer little children to come unto me and forbid them not'."
And through the years since then he had
taken Jesus as his great ideal. Often he
had said to Nagai: "I want to be brave
and unafraid like Jesus." Above everything else in the world he wanted to go out
and tell his outcaste neighbors how Jesus
died for them.
"I will never bow to that hideous idol of
Ramaswami again," he told Nagai. "I will
never again bow to any god but Jesus
Christ."
So, on a certain Sunday morning, in the
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presence of a large number of Christians
and outcastes, his neighbors, in the Mission
'church in Guntur, young Ramaswami,—
tall, fair, slender,—handsome of face and
figure, was baptized in the name of Jesus
Christ. He took the name of Abraham, the
friend of God. From henceforth his old
name, Ramaswami, was dropped as was the
worship of the god, Ramaswami, for
whom he had been named.
After finishing high school, young Abraham, fired with zeal for his Master, began
to preach in the villages around Guntur.
So eager and earnest was this young disciple of Jesus that many were stirred by
his preaching and decided, like him, to leave
all and follow this new Master. Thus started upon his great work of telling the good
news of salvation through Jesus to his
Hindu neighbors and friends, Abraham
travelled widely in the Guntur district.
This devoted young preacher made friends
with high-caste and low-caste alike and
was honored and respected by everyone. He
walked from village to village, but when
going on long trips over difficult footpaths
he rode a horse. At such times he was
always careful to get off, as he came near
to a village and walk through, in order
that he might not offend the sensibilities
of the Hindus, who considered it out of
place for an out-caste man to ride a horse.
In the same way, when Abraham was walking from village to village in the hot sun
he always put down his umbrella when passing another traveller, as an umbrella is
a sign of honor among the Hindus, and
would be considered out of place in the
hands of an out-caste, even though he be
a man of so noble and dignified appearence
as Abraham.
For some years Abraham continued faithfully travelling, preaching and establishing
congregations throughout the district. He
was a true shepherd of the flock and at last
came the great day when he was ordained
pastor. With what radiance his face shone
on that day! How great was the thanksgiving that filled his heart!
Pastor Abraham was pre-eminently a
peacemaker. Many were the quarrels and
fights and domestic disturbances which he
- had to settle in the congregations over which
he was pastor. Sometimes when cholera
or smallpox swept through the outcaste
Palems, carrying off their loved ones, the
new, weak Christians were strongly tempted
to give up this "new god Jesus" and return
to their old god Ramaswami. At such times
Pastor Abraham stood like a tower of
strength to them, reminding them Whose
they were and with what price they had
been bought.
On one such occasion, in the village of
Bellamkonda, when all the Christians were
sorely tempted to go back, Pastor Abraham
gathered them all together one night, out
under the bright Indian moon, and argued,
pleaded, exhorted and encouraged them with
Jesus' words: "And will ye go away?" and
Peter's stirring answer: "Lord, to whom
shall we go? Thou alone hast the words of
eternal life." Those Bellamkonda Chris(Continued on page 80)
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FOREIGN MISSIONS
India Field Report of Offerings
Sent Direct
October 1st to Dec. 31st, 1937
By Daughters of The King S. S.,
Elizabetht'n, Pa., for orphan girl $18.00
By J, Howard Feather, Martinsburg,
Pa., for Propagation work
25.00
By Leedey, Oklahoma S. S„ Leedey,
Okla., for orphan boy
8.75
$51.75
Dear Visitor Readers:
T h e Lord has made it possible for us to
send in another report of offerings. It is
our prayer that the money will return in
rich blessings to the givers. The year 1938
is now upon us. N o one would be so
foolish to predict what we will see during
this year, but one thing is certain, the
Christian need not become agitated about
the evil possibilities which lie before us.
T h e reason lor this is that his hope is not
bound in the fortunes or failures of this
world, but in those of the Kingdom of God.
All concerned in His Kingdom will labour
with no misgivings.
Yours in His service,
Geo. E. Paulus.

News from Supaul
V E M B E R is usually a beautiful
N Omonth.
Bright, clear days with glorious views of Mt. Everest and the snowcovered mountain range.
Temperature
ideal for fast growing gardens, but this year
our garden has been greatly hindered because of the water. It was late November
before any planting could be done. Consequently we miss our winter vegetables.
However, whenever our co-workers at
Saharsa have an opportunity to send vegetables they are remembering us very kindly.
God bless them!
Early in the month Brother Paulus went
to Saharsa to help in the Convention there.
He was gone eight days and reported a
blessed time in the Lord. Sister Rohrer
who had gone to Calcutta on a shopping
trip returned in time to help in the work
while Brother Paulus was absent. She dispensed the medicines and carried on the
village evangelistic work while Sister Paulus looked after the boys and the Station
. work.
One of our welcome visitors during the
month was the Magistrate of Supaul. He
brought his fine family of six children to
have their picture taken—he did not understand the intricacies of his camera, so desired some instruction as to how to oper-

ate it. W h e n Lista appeared to say
"salaam" a second picture of all the children together had to be taken. Although
the Magistrate is a devout Hindu he recognizes the service Christian missionaries are
rendering his people. Perhaps that is the
reason he has appropriated twenty rupees
to buy sago and coarse sugar for the sick
who come to the dispensary.
Naturally we delight in seeing oiur Indian Christians grow in grace. W o r d s
cannot express the inspiration and encouragement one receives when hearing the
boys who have newly found the Saviour
testify and praise God, and when most of
the other members of the congregation
readily respond to an invitation to testify
in prayer meeting. Sometimes though, the
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The holiday season was one of rich
blessings. It really started several weeks
before Christmas when the boys applied
their minds to decorations. T h e Indians
love color, so it was surprising what the
boys wrought with colored paper, scissors
and cooked rice for paste.
On Wednesday, Dec. 24th the Boys'
School gave a program. T w o features of
the program were: Reading of the names
of the students who passed to higher classes and the distribution of gifts—hair oil,
pencils, books, soap, etc.—to honor students.
The following evening the boys gave an
interesting and rather unique portrayal
of the "Birth of Christ." Blankets, staffs,
straw, pidgeons and1 an electric torch all
added to the desired effect. Christmas eve
was spent with our missionaries in Saharsa
—we usually meet together on Christmas
day, but this year that would have necessitated our returning home on Sunday, so
Friday was chosen for our gathering. Sister
Dick had a lovely meal prepared. The
children had real fun blowing balloons and
watching the little Indian girls perform.

By Henry W. Frost
"As the Father hath sent me,
even so send I you."
Out from the realm of the glory light
Into the far-away land of night,
Out from the bliss of worshipful song
Into the pain of hatred and wrong,
Out from the holy rapture above
Into the grief of rejected love,
Out from the life at the Father's side
Into the death of the Crucified,
Out of high honor and into shame
The Master, willingly, gladly came:
And now, since He may not suffer anew,
As the Father sent Him so sendeth He
you!

wary old devil sets people to fighting and
in one case when two young brethren
quarreled punishment had to be given. For
a specified time they are sitting on an isolated bench in the front of the chapel during service. It was done to humiliate them
and to remind them that the children of
God should not give place to wrath.
Sister Rohrer spent the first three weeks
of December in camp. Many battles for
the Lord were fought and won. She will
tell you of them later. While she was gone
the railway service to Supaul reopened.
On the 10th the snake-like train in the distance, puffing smoke and shrilly whistling,
brought us a feeling that civilization was
not so far away after all. N o t many people
remained in doors as the train swept by for
it was a sight worth seeing after a period'
of about five months. N o w the numerous
country boats are sunk along the railway
embankment until the dry season is over.
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W e returned home before day-break on
Christmas.
Christmas Day was beautiful. Services
at 8:30 a. m. and after that visits in the
homes of the Christians. Everybody insisted on feeding us, so we ate and ate
until we could eat no more. In the remaining homes, rather than ungratefully refusing
the kind offers of food we accepted and
brought the food along home. Christmas
greetings and blessings in our Saviour's
name were exchanged everywhere.
A
Hindi calander and an invitation to our
feast of goat curry and rice, clabbered milk
and sweets were left at each home.
—B. N . P.
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THE NEW INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, Mtshabezi Mission, S. A.

Wanezi Mission
Filabusi, S. Rhodesia
Jan. 17, 1938
Dear Folks in the Homeland:
Happy we are to greet you in the N e w
Year. Indeed the Lord has been very dear
and gracious to us this past year here in
Africa, just the same as He has been with
you folks at home.
T h e spiritual atmosphere among the natives has been quite good. It makes our
hearts happy to hear their many victorious
testimonies in prayermeeting of how the
Lord has given them strength to do the
right thing in time of temptation, also how
the Lord has given them deliverance from
witchcraft and the power of Satan. There
are many, many souls that have been
quickened by the power of the Gospel. N o t
that I have done so much or not that some
one else has done it all, but it is the continual working together of all of us. W e
must be united in this great battle, not just
we who are on the field, but all of you
folks in the homeland too.
W e were made very happy in having the
new missionary party with us for a few
days here at Wanezi. Bro. Hershey
brought them from Matopo so he also
spent some time with us. Of course Bro.
and Sr. George and the two sisters were
eager to see and to meet new experiences,
so we had the privilege of giving them a
few while they were with us. On Friday
was prayer day, so it was decided that we
go to Malale school which is about four
miles from here. It had rained some in the
morning, but we thought we would be able
to cross the Malale river alright. Well,
the river was reached and part of the
river crossed, but there was too much sand
in the river bed and the old Ford refused to
pull us out. Here was a car full of people
sitting in the river with water almost up to
ones knees! A native boy came along soon
and gave some assistance by helping to
carry some of the lady passengers out by
the help of Roy who had taken off his
shoes and stockings. Bro. George decided
not to be carried so he waded across. Help

Industrial Building in background. The haystack is the small fine grass which is left
after the good grass for thatching has been sorted out by raking. Foreground—girls
raking grass. One of the home-made rakes is marked X.

W^$/

Industrial Building from rear. One wing is thatched. Middle wing is in process of
being thatched. Third wing is practically ready to be thatched. Rafters are made
from eucalyptus trees grown at the mission for building purposes. The building has
the following rooms: two for lauundry, one for store room and office, three for class
rooms Cneedle-work, basketry, etc.)

Industrial Building from front. Rafters are being placed. The building was built
under supervision of Bro. Winger. The foundation was laid by the late Bunu Ncube.
The main brick-layer was Mawogalana Kumalo, assisted by other men and boys.
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was soon there to get the car across and
all were soon happily on the way to church'
again, only with a few damp or wet clothing. A very good service was enjoyed; also many prayers ascended to the throne in
behalf of the work and the spiritual needs
of the people. On returning home some
men and boys were at the river to help us,
so no difficulty was experienced.
Another day a call came from a heathen
village a few miles from the Mission. An
expectant mother had been in trouble for
over three days, but no results, so they
called for our assistance. Sr. Lexow was
very eager to go along, also Sr. George.
W h e n we arrived we saw that the mother
was quite worn out. W e gave all the aid
we could, but things moved very slowly.
After several hours a baby boy was born,
but its heart never beat in this world. W e
were not surprised, but were quite sure of
it before. W e have been back since and
we are glad the mother is improving slowly. W e pray that the aid which we gave
to them and the prayers which were prayed
in behalf of the patient, may all work together and bring them to know the Christ.
It isn't that they haven't had opportunity to
hear and know the Gospel, but they have
closed their hearts. Will you help pray
for this village?
Bro. Hershey and Bro. George also got
the fever to go hunting and they went
several times only to get a few small buck.
Of course they wanted to shot some
koodoo or some large game, but their wish
wasn't granted. It did seem rather amusing
on Sunday, when of. course they didn't
have the gun, as we were going to church
at Shamba, just near home here, we saw
four large koodoo right near the road. They
stood and looked at us, then gracefully ran
off. One almost thought they knew it was
Sunday.
On Monday morning Bro. Hershey and
the two sisters returned to Matopo, but of
course the Georges stayed with us. W e
have heard since, that the girls had their
first experience of running out of gas on
their way home. T h e y remembered they
were in Africa and that a filling station
wasn't every several miles. Bro. Hershey
had to walk about four miles to get some.
It was very fortunate that it wasn't farther.
Africa isn't the only place that motor cars
run out of gas. I'm sure that most all of
you have had the same experience some
time.
The outschools will soon open again for
this year, then in a few weeks we will be
leaving for Sikalongo, then the Georges
will be here alone. They are entering into
the work very well and it won't be long
until I'm sure they will feel quite at home.
Our little girl, Ruth, is getting along fine.
She is no longer a little baby, but is growing and learning new things every day. It
seems as though she does love these black
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people. W h e n she was younger she would
make up with the natives more readily t h a n ,
with white people.
M a y the Lord bless all of you dear people in the home land. W e can thank you,
but the dear Lord knows how to bless you.
The work is the Lord's and we are yours
and His representatives.
Yours, happy in His service,
Esther Mann.

pleasant, it was good to be actually at the
end, to be met by Sr. Anna Steckley and
Esther Buckwalter, and to be in India
where God led me.
Sunday, January 9, 6:30 p. m. we disembarked, got through customs quickly and
without any trouble. By 9:30 p. m. we
were on the train headed for Saharsa, 320
miles. W e arrived there at 3:00 p. m.,
Monday the 10th and were met by Bro. and
Sr. Dick and some Indians. An ox-cart
awaited toi bring me to the mission house.
It almost seemed like a dream that at last I
was really here.
Tuesday the Paulus' and Sr. Rohrer
came for the annual business meeting.
Wednesday evening we had communion
service. This communion service was a
time df blessed fellowship and a good introduction into services in Hindi.
N o w I have also begun the study of the
language. The little books look so simple
but the sounds are difficult to get accurately. Will you join in prayer with me that I
may learn the language readily.
M a y the grace of God abide with you.
I am sincerely—a sister in Christ,
Leora Yoder.

Saharsa, India
Jan. 19, 1938
T o the readers of the Evangelical Visitor:
Greetings with the psalmist I can say—
Truly God is good—He has brought me
safely up to the present.
I am glad to be able to report that my
examinations in London were successfully
passed for which I am grateful to God.
A day of pleasant association with the
African missionaries as they passed
through London, was appreciated. It was
nice to see those of like precious faith. The
time passed all t o o quickly. T h e y left
December 3rd.
The Mulbera, on which I traveled, left
December 4th. Four girls from the hospital came to the dock to wave me off. As
the boat moved away into the darkness
(10:00 p. m. at night) they sang, "Bread of
Heaven" and "Fellowship W i t h Thee."
The sentiment of these songs meant much
to' me on the journey.
The boat being not so large, old, and
heavily loaded could not travel very fast.
Through the bay of Biscay the sea was
very rough, we only went 215 miles a day
for a couple of days. T h e y said they had
to go slow because of twelve horses on
board. Our fastest was 298 miles a day,
(one day in the Mediterranean and one day
in the Indian ocean) except for one day
after we left Madras and most of the cargo
was unloaded, then we went 302 miles.
T h e entire distance we traveled from London to Calcutta was 7850 miles.
The island of Malta was our first stop,
then Port Said, Suez, Aden, Cochin, Colombo, Madras, and at last Calcutta. At
each place unloading and loading of cargo.
At Suez fuel oil and drinking water were
taken on. T h e Mulbera usually anchored
out from the ports and flat boats received
and brought the cargo.
The Lord was good also in providing
some very congenial fellow-travelers in the
person of three other missionaries.
After leaving Malta we had very pleasant weather. It became increasingly warmer and seemed more like August than December. The fresh sea air was so warm
and soft and the brilliant sunshine reflected
a dazzling brightness on the water.
W e arrived in Calcutta five days after
scheduled time. After five weeks and a
day on the water, though everything was

The Conqueror's Badge Upon
the Bier
T h e y tell us that in old times men used
to place a warrior's sword upon his coffin,
as a reminder of the battles he had fought
and the victories he had won. W e would
hardly suppose that if a man had been defeated by an enemy, his friends would want
to put the conqueror's sword upon the coffin. • That would be a very unpleasant reminder.
That is what an artist has done in a picture. He has drawn the bier of a smoker,
and -kas placed his pipe upon the bier as a
sign triat the pipe has gained the victory
over the man. This is not a victory that
brings pleasure. It is sad and humiliating
toi think that a man, made a little lower
than the angels, made in the likeness of his
Maker, should be overcome by a weed
which no bird nor beast will touch, which is
food for nothing except a loathsome worm.
And yet if the doctors are toi be believed,
many men every year die from the effects
of the use of this weed. W h a t could be
more appropriate to place on their coffins
than the pipe which shortened their lives
and drove every nail in their coffins7
I know that you say every time you begin to think about smokers, "I never mean
to become a slave." N o , and neither did
those who fill an early grave through excessive use of tobacco expect to do so. But
before they were aware of it, the tobacco
slavery had begun, and continued until the
victim was bound hand and foot.
Boys, if I were you I would not be
slaves to tobacco.
Youth's Evangelist.
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A Call to Advance
Mrs. Catherine
' H A T a deal there is of going to
meetings and getting blessed, and
then going away and living just the same,
until sometimes we, who are constantly engaged in trying to bring people nearer to
God, go away so discouraged that our
hearts are almost broken.
W e feel that people go back again from
the place where w e have led them, instead
of stepping up to the place to which God is
calling them. T h e y come and come, and
we are, as the prophet says, unto them a
very pleasant instrument or a very unpleasant one, as the case may be; and so they
go away, and do not get anything.
They
do not make any definite advance.
We
have not communicated unto them any
spiritual gift. They merely have their feelings stirred, and consequently, they live the
next week exactly as they lived the last,
and go down under the temptation just as
they did before.
W o u l d you dream for a moment from
reading the N e w Testament that this was
the kind of thing God intended in His provisions of grace and salvation? Is there
not a definite end in every premise, exhortation, and command? God is most definite
in His requirements and promises, and in
the provision which He has made; and yet
many of the Lord's people are perpetually
and1 persistently indefinite. They go to and
fro, like a door on its hinges, and never get
anything from the Lord.
Now, we don't want this meeting to be
one of that sort. W e want you absolutely to get something from the Lord, and we
are quite sure you may, and will, if you
comply with the condition. The Lord is
here to give you that particular measure of
grace, strength, and salvation which you
want. N o w that you have come up to' the
threshold of the goodly land there is only
one thing can keep you out, provided you
have made the needed consecration of
which you have been hearing, and which, I
think, most of you understand. Of course,
if you are holding anything back, then you
can never come in until you give that up.
If you are cleaving to some doubtful thing,
and don't give God the benefit of the doubt,
you can never come in; but, if you see this,
and make the necessary consecration, if
you really desire this blessing, there is only
one thing can possibly keep you out of its
enjoyment, and that is—LINBELIEF.
It will be said elf you, in years to come,
as it was said of some in olden times, "They
entered1 not in because of unbelief." You
have come right up to the threshold, and
some of you have been there many a time.
Oh! what gracious influences you have
been the subject of. You • have seen
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through the veil! You have felt His hand!
You have had your feet on the threshold!
You have been almost in, and then you
have drawn back through unbelief. Shall
it be so again tonight? God forbid! Will
you step over? -Will you venture? Will
you trust? Will you leap on to His faithfulness? Will you spring into the arms of
Omnipotent love, and trust Him with consequences? Never mind if you d o die, or
something happens to you that never happened t o anyone else in the world's history;
God will take care of you. Never mind if
the devil docs come round and "consider"
you, as he did Job, and afflict you with
boils, and put you upon the dunghill—you
will be happier there with Jesus than in a
palace without Him. Oh! this caring for
consequences! The devil knows the grand
possibilities open to many of y o u; he
knows not only what you might receive
and enjoy in yourselves, but what you
might accomplish for God if you would
only come in and possess this blessing; and
so he frightens you with consequences. He
knows what you might doi, and whom you
might be instrumental in saving!
W h o knows how many of these precious
ones that cluster around you, you may be
instrumental in leading on to this higher
platform—this glorious vantage ground of
Christian experience? and, through them,
how many more? and how, in this way, the
glorious blessing would spread? Oh! let
me beg of you to think of this. Remember
also, that every time you come near and go
back, there is less probability that you will
ever come in at all; and the nearer you
come and go back, there is less probability
that you will ever come as near again.
You are grieving the Spirit. There are
some people who have been coming near
for years, and now they have gone back
altogether, and I am afraid they will never
come up again. T h e Lord help you! W h a t
will you do? The law of the Kingdom, from
beginning to end, is "According to your
faith be it unto you," and, " W h a t things
soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe
that ye receive them, and ye shall have
them." Eternal truth has uttered1 it—"Ye
shall have them."
N o w then, will you? Have you let go
all? Are your skirts free? Are you leaving
all behind you? Are you resolved from tonight to cut from the past, and no more
make any provision for the flesh to fulfil
its lusts, but that you will bid the things
that are behind a final adieu, close your
eyes on them, and fix your eyes oh the
mark of the prize of your high calling, and
press on every succeeding hour of your
life, God will give you this blessing. He
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waits to do it; He is here. The Holy
Ghost is here: He is leading many of you
up; He is beseeching you; He is seconding
what I am saying in your hearts; He is saying, "Come, beloved; come into the banqueting house." He wants to bless you
and fill you with His Spirit. N o w then,
will you come? Oh! the Lord help you not
to draw back, but to press on, press on,
P R E S S O N , never minding t h e consequences.—Selected from Mrs. Booth's "Papers on Godliness."

Sermons We See
I'd rather see a sermon than hear one any
day.
I'd rather one should walk with me than
merely tell the way.
The eye's a better pupil, and more willing
than the ear.
Fine counsel is confusing, but example's
always clear,
And the best of all the preachers are the
men who live their creeds,
For to see good put in action is what
everybody
needs.
I can soon learn to do, if you'll let me see
it done,
And I can watch your hands in action, but
your tongue too fast may run,
And the lectures you deliver may be very
wise and true;
But I'd rather get my lessons by observing
what you do;
For I may understand you, and the high
advice you give,
But there's no misunderstanding how you
act and how you live.
When I see a deed of kindness I am eager
to be kind;
When a weaker brother stumbles, and a
strong man stands behind.
Just to see if he can help him, then the wish
grows strong in me.
To become as big and thoughtful as I know
that friend to be.
And all travelers can ivitness that the best
of guides today,
Is not the one who tells them, but the one
who shows the way.
One good man teaches many; men believe
what they behold;
One deed of kindness noticied is worth
forty that are told.
Who stands with men of honor learns to
hold his honor dear.
For right living speaks a language which to
everyone is clear.
Though an able speaker charms me with
his eloquence, I say,
I'd rather see a sermon than to hear one
any day.
Sel. from Zion's Herald.
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"For Others." This will enrich your garden wonderfully, but if you make the mistake of planting the packet labelled "Self,"
your garden will be blighted.
Pay-as-you-go.
This applies to all debts,
financial and otherwise. Discharge your
debts of -friendship and your financial dues
with the same alacrity.
Pluck. A garden, be it material or spir-

itual, that has not a big plot of pluck is
surely out of "luck."
Patience.
This kind of seed is slow in
germination and growth, but very essential
to the general welfare of your garden.
—Publisher Unknown.
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A Princely Outcaste
(Continued from page 75)
tians stood firm. Not one of them went
back and walked no more with Him!
The high-caste people in all the villages
loved and honored Pastor Abraham. They
invited him to their houses and asked him
to pray for their sick. They came to him
often for counsel and advice. How many
a time they spoke of him as "a man of
truth'" "a man of his word", "a true friend
of the poor", and as "a holy man of the
Great God"! They recognized in him a man
of worth, of character, of godliness. Although thew were not Christians they loved
this disciple of Christ, and through him
many became secret followers of the Lord.
For thirty years Pastor Abraham, noble
in appearance and in soul, went up and
down Guntur District preaching the good
news of the kingdom. Suddenly one day
the word went around Guntur from mouth
to mouth: "Pastor Abraham is dead!" When
the Lord called him, he was ready and
gladly answered the summons. Outcastes,
Christians, Mohammedans and Hindus gathered to do honor to this great and good
man, their friend. They formed a long
line frcrni his house to the burial ground
of the Christians.
On every hand was
heard the expression: "His going is a great
loss to us. What shall we do without him?"
"He was a great man—a true Christian."
Many of those who were not outwardly
Christians said of him: "This man was a
true disciple of Jesus Christ. We have not
seen his like." And many of the younger
preachers and teachers who had worked
with him and who loved him testified:
"Never have we had such a truly good,
patient and noble man to work with, nor
have we ever heard in our lives a greater
preacher than Pastor Abraham." And some
who stood by his grave that day thought
of the wonderful workings of Jesus in the
hearts of boys,—how He could take that
little boy from the out-caste shoemakers
and turn him into this princely Abraham,
who had turned so many to righteousness.
—Mrs. Victor McCauley,
in Lutheran
Woman's Work.

Plant These P's in Your Life
Garden
Prayer.
It is the one plant you can absolutely count on when drought and other
disasters devastate your patch.
Purpose.
Don't drift along through life.
Have a big worth while purpose and pursue it through thick and thin.
Politeness.
Some one has wisely said
that courtesy is one of the outstanding requisites of business success.
Praise. Don't be afraid of planting too
much of this seed. It will not only add a
lot to your garden, but make the other person's, which may look stony and bare, blossom like the rose.
Pity.
Be sure your packet is marked

"Let prayer be the key of the morning
and the bolt of the evening."

Ministers' and S. S. Teachers' Bibles
New Oxford ONYX Type Reference Bible
If you are one of the many who have long sought the ideal Bible,
here it is at last. Now you can own the long desired Bible which
is so compact and light t h a t you can conveniently carry it in
your pocket or hand-bag and yet with print that you can easily
read. And the prices are very moderate.

The Thinnest Reference Bible Made
This is the thinnest reference Bible in the world, with this size
type. People marvel and say it looks like a New Testament but
it is the whole Bible! This notable result is due to the discovery of the new TJXTBATHIN Oxford India paper and the use of
a specially cut ONYX TYPE.

Wonderful ULTRATHIN Oxford India Paper
ULTRATHIN Oxford India paper is the result of long experimentation. . This marvelous new product, when scientifically tested, has been found to be not only thinner but stronger and more
opaque than any other thin paper. The pages can be turned
easily, the print stands out clearly and its agreeable tone is restful to the eye. These Bibles are printed on this new, marvelously
thin paper.
This newest of Oxford Bibles has been printed with
ONYX TYPE, one of the latest of type faces. This type
was specially cut so t h a t
you could have a Bible t h a t
is easy to read in only 894
pages.

Specimen of Type
16 IF For *God so loved the world,
that he *gave his 'only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have everlasting life.

No. 03237x—Bound in genuine leather, overlapping cover, round corners, red under gold
edges, size 7 x 4% x 7/16 inches. H a s over 50,000 center column references and colored
m a p s ' o f Bible lands
$3.50
No. 03287x—As No. 03237x, with concordance, subject index, and dictionary of Scripture
proper names, 9/16 of an inch thick
$4.00

S. S. Teachers' Edition
WITH CYCLOPEDIC CONCORDANCE
Oxford Bible Paper Edition
No 0633X French Morocco, divinity circuit, round corners, red under gold edges
$4.50
Size 7 x 4 % . Only % of an Inch Thick
No. 0635x French Morocco, divinity circuit, leather lined, round corners, red under
gold edges
$6.00

Oxford Beryl Type Bible

Oxford Home Bible

The Smallest Bible In
Beadable Type
An entirely new Oxford Text
Bible printed from special
cut type offering a readable
volume in the smallest size
made. Printed on the famous
Oxford India paper. Size 4%x
3 inches and only % an inch
thick.
Specimen of Type

An Oxford Bible that is a
delight to older folk because it is so easy to read
and easy to hold. Has extra
large print (text only),
bound in durable imitation leather, limp, gold
edges, with family record,
and colored maps. Size
9 x 5% x lft inches.

20 And they slew every one his
man: and (he Syrians fled: and
Israel pursued them: and Ben-hadad
the king of Syria escaped op -in
horse with the horsemen.
21 And the king of Israel went out,
and smote the horses and chariots.

No. 01123X. French Morocco
Leather, overlapping cover,
round corners, red under gold
edges. Price, $2.75.

Specimen of Type

16 The LORD is 1

erer: the heathen
No. 0607 . $ 3 . 0 0
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